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He said: “I do what I can. I work for a living and that’s who I am.  That’s who I 
am.  And it’s good to be alive. These are the choices we make to survive.  We do 
what we can.” 
- Sheryl Crow  “We do what we can” from Tuesday Night Music Club 
 
Abstract 
This paper reports on a qualitative study investigating the characteristics, motivations, 
and organization of a sample of self-identified “Indies”. It identifies three 
characteristic dimensions of life for the Independent musician in the digital age: the 
“intrinsic motivation for extrinsic value” dimension; the “independence as network” 
dimension; and the “artist as business” dimension. I argue that these dimensions are 
linked by their relevance to the esteem that musicians must generate in pursuit of a 
sustainable career. They also characterise levels of artistic control, network diversity, 
and business intimacy within a musician’s relationships. These dimensions are rarely 
occupied at their extremes; rather, a wide variety of positions are taken up between 
totally independent and totally “indentured” musicians. Seeing relative 
“independence” as a combination of these three dimensions helps us more clearly 
understand the dynamics of emergent new music industries.  
Introduction 
On May 13 2007, New York Times Magazine ran an article called “Sex, Drugs and 
Updating Your Blog” featuring former 
computer-programmer-turned-Independent-musician Jonathan Coulton (Thompson). 
It was the first time such a high-profile print publication had detailed the successful 
approaches of some innovative musicians, including bands Arctic Monkeys, OK Go, 
and Hold Steady in finding music business success via the Internet and related 
technologies. Wired followed this up on October 12 2007 with “Pop Geek Jonathan 
Coulton Succeeds by Giving Music Away” (M Anderson), which claimed that 
“Coulton is part of a growing trend in which artists – like recent headline-grabbers 
Radiohead, Trent Reznor, Oasis and Jamiroquai – sidestep major labels' traditional 
marketing and distribution methods to get their music into fans' hands over the 
internet”. Since these two, many articles have described, praised, and decried the 
business activities of musicians who have been able to secure either a self-sustaining 
income or the support of a record company as a result of them building a following on 
the Internet. Unfortunately, these articles tend to conspicuously omit the numbers, 
instead relying on statements like “With MySpace and YouTube firmly established in 
music's promotional circus, anyone with a demo and a spare evening can potentially 
become a mini record-company mogul” (Gibson). They also tend to unquestioningly 
publish the claims of some of these acts, for example failing to do the math on Sandi 
Thom’s claim to have webcast to 70,000 simultaneous viewers during her rise from 
being a “poor starving artist” to fame (Kelbie). Most interesting is the uncritical 
grouping of a wide variety of bands, soloists and other combinations of musicians and 
songwriters under the heading “successful Independent artists”. This includes musical 
acts that currently have major-label affiliations, like Prince and Jamiroquai, and ones 
that have had such affiliations in the past, such as Radiohead (Radiohead) and Issa 
(Issa), along with ones who have never had such affiliations, such as Brad Sucks 
(Sucks) and Jonathan Coulton (Coulton). 
This raises the question of what, if anything, these acts and musicians have in 
common that makes them “Independent”. It cannot be their genre of music nor their 
business dealings with record labels, since these are many and varied. It might be that 
their activities are novel and/or unprecedented – but they are also various, and novelty 
is hardly a defining characteristic of independence. This study identifies three 
dimensions to the businesses of musicians; that each independent musician occupies a 
point along these dimensions at any time in his or her career; and that a musician’s 
degree of Independence reflects a position along these dimensions. Further, I argue 
that these dimensions cohere according to the esteem value that Independent 
musicians must generate to continue their careers.  
In this sense, “esteem value” takes the meaning discussed by Brennan and Pettit, who 
posit esteem as the currency of the third of three “ruling passions in human life” (1): 
desire for property, desire for power; and desire for prestige. It is through the process 
of deriving esteem value from their creativity and then converting this into property or 
power that Indies are able to sustain a career. In order to sustain a music career, 
esteem must come from a variety of sources: fans, critics, business partners and peers, 
with these roles increasingly overlapping (Tapscott and Williams). Esteem value may 
attach, for example, to a musician’s creative corpus, songwriting or virtuosity, or to 
“non-musical” values such as political activism (Merkl), professionalism, or fashion 
sense. It may vary from song to song, performance to performance or recording to 
recording within a musician’s catalog. It may apply to other creations, such as Nine 
Inch Nails’ multimedia marketing strategy for their Year Zero album (Cherryflava) or 
David Byrne’s artwork (Byrne). All of these sources of esteem can be, and usually 
are, inter-related. 
The concept of property, power, and prestige as motivators of human endeavor 
closely parallels Bourdieu's division of capital into economic, social and cultural 
capital. However, I argue that whereas Bourdieu based his ideas on the notion that 
capital takes time to accumulate and thus works to stabilize his “world without 
inertia” (241), esteem is far more volatile; it can accumulate and dissipate in seconds. 
Certainly it is true that esteem is not necessarily the result of “accumulated labor” 
(Bourdieu 241) but can be bestowed as the result of an accident of birth (as in a title 
of nobility or a pretty face) or a fateful event (as a witness to or survivor of a tragedy).  
As such, the accumulation of esteem amounts to an increase in cultural or social 
capital. It seems better to posit esteem as the currency of cultural capital, rather than 
as a substitute for Bourdieu's concept. Exploring and formulating this relatedness 
requires a different paper. 
Esteem cannot be traded (Brennan and Pettit) – you cannot buy and sell opinions. 
However, it can be increased or decreased. It can be converted, for example, into 
money through the sale of concert tickets, recordings, or merchandise; into labour 
through fan-sourced co-production or street-team promotion; or into power through 
the musician’s influence over the opinions of fans, peers, critics, and other industry 
people. Musicians who have attracted the support of a label are provided with access 
to resources that can assist them in business development. Upon signing they are 
usually granted resources for production, including professional quality recording 
(Boss, as in Francisco); resources for promotion through mass and online media 
channels; and resources for organizational development, such as databases, support 
staff, and the record label “machine”. All of this amounts to an infusion of esteem, 
and a recording or management contract can create the perception that the music and 
musicians will be held in high regard by consumers. Even so, each year thousands of 
new releases fail to cover the costs of production (Tripp). Independent musicians who 
have not been granted these resources must develop them in less efficient (though 
potentially more rewarding) ways. The inefficiencies inhibit musicians' access to the 
“esteem economy” (Brennan and Pettit) that the majors dominate and can slow 
conversion of their esteem into the stuff of business. 
Literature and Context  
There is a dearth of literature exploring Independent musicians as a group. Instead, 
existing literature concentrates on music and musicians of particular sub-cultures or 
musical styles (for example Hayes; Hesmondhalgh) or geographic locations (for 
example Kong; Vila; Bennett and Peterson), or the social and cultural impact of 
individual acts or artists (for example Hochhauser; Kauppila). This study begins to fill 
that gap by naming some unifying characteristics of Independent musicians and 
examining the industrial context of their practice. 
Bennett argues that insufficient research has been conducted into the professional 
practice of musicians, with music-industry research being bundled in with generic 
studies of “creative industries clusters” (for example, see CIE; CIRAC; DCITA; 
Donovan et al.; Flew et al.). What is known, however, is that “far from making a 
living by making music, the majority of musicians finance music making by making a 
living” (CIE 205). Bennett cites a UK study (Metier) noting that 90% of classical 
musicians held a secondary occupation. Other such studies indicate similar statistics: 
94% in the Netherlands (Transdaahl), and 92% in the US (Madden). Bennett paints a 
complex picture of musicians’ self-assessments of “success” in which most would 
prefer to be full-time performers but teach music “as a fall-back career” in “a very 
unstable industry” (Bennett 206-8).  
The “casualised” industrial context is of course not unique to musicians. Madden (iii) 
found that about “32 million Americans consider themselves artists” and “than three 
times as many … pursue some sort of artistic endeavors in their lives”. Of these, 
about 10 million “earn at least some money from their performances, songs, paintings, 
videos, sculptures, photos or creative writing”. The major focus of Madden’s study is 
the relationship between musicians and the Internet, with two-thirds of respondents 
saying it was “very important” in helping them create and/or distribute their music; 
another quarter saying it was “somewhat important” and just 11% saying it was not 
important (26). Also, the myriad ways in which respondents have “integrated the 
Internet deeply into their musical lives” (26) shows that it is significant.  
Cooper and Wills interviewed a range of working popular musicians to investigate the 
sources of stress in their lives. They found stress of two types: 1) stresses related to 
the work itself, for example concerning performance anxiety, job satisfaction, work 
relationships, and the work/life balance, and 2) stresses concerning the volume of 
work and career development. The issue of making income from music featured 
prominently, with both too much and too little income causing musicians stress 
(28-31). Musicians were found to experience periods of intense self-doubt (26-27) and 
tend towards higher levels of neuroticism than the average person, though it was not 
clear whether this was because people with increased neuroticism tend to become 
musicians or whether the increased neuroticism was the result of the stressful life of a 
working musician (34). 
A great deal of recent attention has been paid to musicians’ efforts to circumvent the 
‘major label’ hegemony and market directly to a potential audience using New Media 
(Garrity and Teitelman; Gibson; Gundersen; Hall; Hurley; Kelbie; LeBlanc; Miller). 
Such studies highlight social networking websites such as MySpace, Youtube, and 
Last.fm as providing musicians with ways to present their music to potential fans and 
bypassing the monopolized route to radio airplay (Brown). They also show the 
benefits of placement in TV advertising, computer games, and peer-to-peer file 
sharing as a means to gain exposure. Andrews reports on musicians organizing 
“Guerilla gigs”, in which musicians use SMS, web forums, and e-mail communication 
to stage “secret, spontaneous concerts at unconventional venues” in London that are 
organised within hours of the performance. 
Others study musicians’ non-musical practice. Merkl examines the projection of 
persona by Eddie Vedder and Madonna as marketing devices, noting the complexity 
and ambiguity of the relationship between their public image and their commercial 
success. By taking public stances on non-musical issues like religion and abortion 
they have (not necessarily deliberately) found new devices that help raise public 
awareness of their music. Baker argues the need for Independent musicians to make 
marketing equally as important as musical practice, and the need for musical acts to 
find innovative marketing strategies to escape the “great indie music swamp in which 
everyone looks and sounds the same” (7).  
Kauppila notes the importance of fan culture to the ongoing legacy of three 1960s San 
Francisco Bay bands: The Chocolate Watchband, the Count Five, and the Syndicate 
of Sound. The Chocolate Watchband, the one with no national hits, has the highest 
post-career profile, due mainly to their “cult” status obtained through an outstanding 
live performance and a more experimental sound that inspired others to try new things 
– as opposed to their recording sales volumes. This phenomenon is credited for the 
nomination of punk poet Patti Smith to the Rock ‘n Roll Hall of Fame (Manson). 
Hochauser argues that the career of The Moody Blues has been extended and shaped 
by the musicians’ interaction with the “moodymaniacs” subculture via fan-created 
merchandise, drawings and paintings of band members and album artwork, mention 
of particular causes in official and unofficial newsletters, fund raising events for those 
causes, limited-edition photographs, details of the band members' personal beliefs and 
private activities, reviews and discussion of shows and releases, testimonials of the 
band's effect on fans' lives, band members' personal artifacts and other things that 
vary from the usual activities of a band's fan club. These activities – musical, artistic, 
and extra-musical; sanctioned and unsanctioned – are part of a “symbiotic 
relationship” that differs significantly from the normal music-fan and 
producer-consumer relationships and which altered “the usual business pattern” (28) 
of a rock and roll band of that period  - mainly by the degree of the intimacy of the 
fans' relationships with the musicians. More recently, Burke notes the way bands can 
harness the willingness of fans to help raise profile by remixing songs, creating 
merchandise or videos, and promoting new releases or concerts. Baym and Burnett 
show how fans’ efforts as “publicists, promoters, archivists and curators”, and even as 
booking agents, have expanded and prolonged the careers of Swedish bands (434). 
They question whether the bands’ and/or labels’ willingness to harness this fan labour 
amounts to exploitation, noting that most fan labour is supplied altruistically or in 
return for a relationship with the musicians. 
Rogers studies the cultural and industrial environment in the “Indie” music scene in 
Brisbane. Interviewing musicians from 20 local Brisbane Indie bands, he encounters 
the “Brisbane Indie Mindset” (645), finding three motivations for Indie musicians: 1) 
fun with “hobbyist tendencies” (because of a resignation to the idea of low income); 
2) because the musicians feel a strong sense of community; and 3) to a lesser extent, 
to build their social status and enhance their self-definition.  
Rogers notes that the meaning of “Indie” music has changed with the increasing 
popularity of digitally distributed music, starting from a narrow genre-based 
definition referring to a simple, jangly-guitar rock sound in the early 1990s and now 
encompassing a wide range of musical styles:  
… the cultural capital provided by indie listening has shifted from 
those with an in-depth, scholarly knowledge of a select canon of 
indie bands to those in possession of an in-depth, scholarly 
knowledge of a much wider, more exotic selection of music. 
(Rogers, 640) 
An examplar: online Indie music publication Pitchfork has widened its music 
selection over the past decade to cover hip-hop, commercial pop, experimental music 
and metal (Rogers). This leads to the view that the social status of being “Indie” has 
more to do with an attitude strongly favoring innovation and avoidant of the popular 
than it does with any particular musical style. This provides a useful understanding of 
the way music consumers (including critics and fans) view “Independent” music. 
Cool takes these definitional issues even further (What is Indie). Starting from the 
simple premise that “independent” status is a matter of the business relationship 
between a musician and a record label, he finds that artists and people who work with 
them define “Indie” with a pastiche of sentiments, standards, and practices. He 
interviewed musicians and “industry experts” to get a clear definition from people 
who define themselves as “Indie”, finding that many of them were unclear about it 
and often uncomfortable with some connotations of the term. Perceived advantages of 
being Independent include control over creative output and business practices; the 
corresponding freedom from artistic interference; and wide experience of all aspects 
of the industry leading to personal development. Disadvantages include a lack of 
capital; a consequent shortage of labor and other resources; obscurity among “the 
mass of the thousands of other people doing something similar” (Sivers, as in What is 
Indie); and limited access to supporting services such as radio airplay and distribution: 
“The stigma that because you’re Independent, that means you were kind of rejected” 
(Wimble, as in What is Indie). 
This leads to a philosophical definition of “Indie”: an “ethos” or “mentality” that 
believes in the integrity of self-management. “It doesn’t matter where you’re at; it 
matters where your head’s at” (Sivers, as in What is Indie). By this definition, for 
example, Radiohead’s 2007 release In Rainbows constitutes an Independent release 
even though it was published by Warner Chappell and licensed to various major 
labels around the world because the band created the album using their own resources 
and negotiated distribution on their own terms. In turn, this belief in the integrity of 
self-management causes tension with the idea of “cult” status bands (Kaupilla), for 
whom self-management may be less important than creative control. Thus, a band 
such as Radiohead may have a massive fan base and major-label relationships but 
maintain creative control and thus preserve their “cult” status as long as their sound is 
not “mainstream”. Examining this issue and its implications for generating esteem any 
further, however, is a topic for another paper. 
Taken together, this literature presents two views of what it means to be independent. 
First, from the creators' side “Indie” concerns production, distribution, and promotion 
on the artists' own terms, free from the interference of other interests – particularly 
those of traditional record labels. Second, from the music consumers' side, comes a 
view of “independent” music as reflecting anti-establishment views in the tradition of 
the founders of rock and roll. This is based entirely on the perception of the audience, 
which may ignore or be unaware of the complex reality of relationships between 
artists and major record companies as long as the music reflects appropriate 
sentiments and does not sound manufactured. The two definitions are not necessarily 
opposed and both apply to many bands, facilitating the kind of fan relationships that 
sustain or degrade independent careers as noted above.  
Despite the widely-discussed fall in income from recordings sales since the turn of the 
century (IFPI), some industry voices point to a rising “musical middle class” of artists 
taking advantage of new media technologies to realize a living based on their musical 
activities (Sivers; Hypebot). Such businesses are assisted by a rapidly-growing body 
of self-help literature which gives advice on every aspect of a musical career. This 
includes songwriting and production (Cluskey), marketing (Baker; Sivers), legal 
advice (Simpson), personal development (Hooper), and other aspects of life as an 
Indie musician (Schwartz). Many of these are available globally from outlets such as 
Amazon.com, some are e-books, others are podcasts, and some are given away free. 
The theme that consistently runs through these texts is the need for Indies to have 
confidence in themselves and their music and to be disciplined and enthusiastic in 
pursuit of their goals. This betrays a perception that many musicians are reluctant to 
embrace the non-musical aspects of a music business and tend not to be very good at 
them. This view that is rarely stated explicitly, though one of Cooper and Wills' 
interviewees said he found “running myself as a small business … by far the most 
frightening” (25). Other dominant themes include the importance of seeing an 
Independent music business as a business, not a hobby; the importance of building a 
team of support people; the importance of building a supporter base as a way to get 
help and feedback; the need to innovate when it comes to gaining exposure; and the 
need to diversify sources of revenue as much as possible. 
The last decade has seen the rise of many new conferences and online communities 
designed to help Indies (Jennings). Such events and resources provide ways for 
Independent musicians to learn more about the next steps in their career and to meet 
people who can help them to take those steps: communities such as Just Plain Folks, 
Musowiki, and Free Terrain, and conferences such as the Independent Music 
Conference (IMC) and the Millennium Music Conference (MMC). And while these 
claim to be pitched at Independent musicians, there remains no clear or explicit 
definition of who or what defines Independent musicians as such.  
Method (539)  
This study started out by asking 3 broad research questions: 
1. What are the common characteristics of people involved in Independent 
music? 
2. What motivates them to continue their involvement? and  
3. How to they organize their day-to-day activities? 
It answers these questions using a two-part approach. First, an online survey (Brown) 
was posted for self-defined “Independent artists” to complete regarding their 
background, musical career status, activities, and attitudes. The survey asked about 
three areas of respondents’ lives. Part 1 asked about their backgrounds and status as 
Independent musicians; part 2 about their business practices and part 3 about their 
attitudes to the music industry. 
The responses to this survey (n=83) were used to frame interviews with a broadly 
structured sample (aiming to reflect the apparent incoherence in the popular literature 
discussed above) of Independent artists and Independent music-industry 
professionals. Industry professionals were included in the hope that they might 
provide an overview of the ‘Independent’ characteristics of the musicians and others 
with whom they had worked, while the musicians themselves provided a more 
personal and intimate perspective. Interview questions were based on the findings of 
the survey, with one section of each interview aimed at a particular characteristic of 
the interviewee. The interviews aimed to identify commonalities across this diversity 
in the hope of finding some unifying indicators of Independence. The qualitative data 
were compared to the self-help literature (for example, see Gelfand; Goldstein; 
Schwartz) 
A purposive sample of four artists and four industry professionals was chosen for 
interview. Each has a different place in the music industry and each was chosen to 
discuss a particular aspect of their business. The artists chosen were: 
•  Brad – a Canadian rock/pop artist whose music and blog is available at 
www.bradsucks.net. Brad is a programmer when he is not making music and 
his website has a high level of technical sophistication. 
•  Janis Ian – most famous for her 1975 folk hit “At Seventeen”, she had 
a long and distinguished career with various major record labels before 
publishing a critique of the major label system and launching her own 
Independent label in 2006 (Ian). Janis blogged the process of creating her 2004 
album Billy’s Bones at www.janisian.com. 
•  Tah Phrum Duh Bush – 2007’s New York MC of the year, Tah appears at 
music industry conferences presenting workshops expounding the virtues of being 
as personable with fans as possible and thereby building a fan base. Tah’s website 
is at www.tahonline.com.  
•  Tracey Saxby - born in Australia and now living and performing roots music 
mainly in Canada. Tracey has profound insight into the pros and cons of 
relocating and traveling and her music can be found at www.traceysaxby.com.  
The industry professionals chosen were: 
•  David Hooper – a marketer whose blog and publications can be found 
at http://www.musicmarketing.com/. David writes about the music business in 
general as well as the importance of marketing and branding for musicians. 
•  Noel Ramos – a graphic designer whose passion for music and 
musicians led him to create the Independent Music Conference 
(http://www.indiemusicon.com/) which emphasizes how-to workshops for 
musicians as well as providing the usual trade displays, showcases, and 
conference panels. 
•  Kevin Arnold – founder and CEO of digital distribution company 
IODA (http://www.iodalliance.com/).  
•  Shannon Martin – an innovative Canadian band and label manager 
whose company has a website at http://www.fileundermusic.com/.  
This sample was purposively selected to represent a range of Independent experience, 
from the part-time Tracey Saxby to full-time Janis Ian, and folk, roots, rock and Hip 
Hop. The industry professionals cover the four pillars of the music business: 
management, marketing, distribution, and networking. Interviews were conducted in 
various sites in the USA, Canada, and Australia in September and October 2007. The 
interviewees were happy to be identified in the reporting of this study and agreed that 
their interviews could be published as MP3 resources on the researcher’s blog (Huge). 
The online survey painted a picture of Independent musicians as tending to be male, 
with an average age of 36.1 years, more experienced than the pop artist average, and 
mainly performing their own compositions (Brown). The sample of musicians 
interviewed for this study is gender-balanced with an average age over 30, and all of 
them write and perform their own material for the most part. This sample is probably 
skewed from the great bulk of Indies responding to the survey in that none of the 
interviewees is early-career as such. To that extent, the findings of this study should 
not be generalized to everyone who may identify themselves as an Independent 
musician because, according to the survey, many of these reported having not toured 
and not released an album of recordings, whereas all of the interviewees have 
experience with those aspects. 
The “intrinsic motivation for extrinsic value” dimension 
There is a deep conflict between the reasons musicians identify as “Independent” and 
the business context in which their ability to do so relies upon their work being valued 
by others. Indie Musicians state that they begin to create and perform largely to please 
their own needs. But in order to build a career they must make music that is esteemed 
by others, especially fans and allied business people. Resolving this dilemma often 
requires artistic compromise: ironic echoes of the many Indie complaints around 
record-executive interference in the creative process (see, for example, Gaar; Hahn). 
One thing that clearly sets the Independent musicians apart is their commitment to 
originality. Tah (Bush) explains that “A lot of people were like, you know, ‘why don’t 
you rhyme like everybody else?’ and I’m: ‘I don’t want to rhyme like everybody else. 
I wanna rhyme how I wanna rhyme’”. Or, as Janis Ian puts it: “I know when a song is 
good and I know when it’s bad and no amount of praise or success is going to change 
my feeling about it”. These are expressions of an intrinsic motivation to create music 
that that is authentic to its creator. This view is reflected in Cool’s finding (with which 
my interviewees agreed) that control of the creative process is one of the great 
advantages of being “Indie” (What is Indie). When Brad began making his CD,  
I had a certain faith that people paid for stuff that they liked. 
Ultimately, if they want more of what I make or any artist 
makes you would think that they would support it, but I pretty 
much went on as a leap of faith that I, well, I can do this and 
get my music right, and really that was all the reward I needed 
at the time.  
Brad does not explain what getting it “right” means, but the implication is  that others 
will hold music that is “right” in esteem. Thus earning esteem for his music is his first 
goal. He assumes that there is a means for converting that esteem into income but is 
not clear on the extent to which his artistic integrity needs to waver in pursuit of that 
esteem. The esteem granted to an “Indie” artist purely because of the authenticity of 
their creative direction underpins the “cult” status of the acts discussed by Kaupilla 
and Hochauser. While that authenticity is of great value to the few fans who follow 
“cult” acts, it may not translate into a sustainable income. However, the nature of this 
kind of esteem is that it can be very quickly destroyed by any action or relationship 
that fans regard as disingenuous. 
The interviewees in this study consistently described an adolescent musical 
self-exploration that followed a youth of diverse exposure to music and an epiphany 
of musical competence; a point in the musician’s life at which “I thought: Oh, I can 
do that” (Ian) and decided that music was something they wanted to take seriously. 
Once the self-driven musical exploration was underway, the decision to claim 
“Independent musician” status and pursue music as at least a part-time career (as 
opposed to a hobby) followed an epiphany of career confidence. For computer 
programmer Brad  this was not driven by a musical event but by a technology: 
“Essentially it was, you know, all I'll have to do is make a whole bunch of these MP3s 
and then I have to get enough people to share them and if that is all it is, well, I think I 
can do that”. Brad has clearly come to the realization that new technologies enable 
him to build a group of people who regard his music with esteem and to convert that 
esteem into a music business. He has done so without the esteem of a record company 
along the way. 
Consistent with Rogers’ findings, none of this study’s interviewees, and few less than 
5% of the survey respondents were motivated by money. Income from music was 
almost seen as incidental, and Cooper and Wills note that too little and too much of it 
are both causes of stress for popular musicians (28-29). When he started publishing an 
online music magazine, Noel (Ramos) “was hoping to do both: you know, make some 
money and help the local musicians … Isn’t that always the way? You know, you 
hope to make the money”. Following their epiphany of musical competence, the 
careers of the non-performing music industry professionals diverge from those of the 
musicians. The non-performers described the same early multi-genre exposure to 
music and performance, especially in high school bands and choirs, but did not 
experience satisfaction from the creative experience. “After trying to play music 
plenty, tried to write some songs, never felt really good or confident enough about it, 
[so] I pretty quickly decided that my place in music was in the background” (Arnold). 
While the epiphany of competence had left the industry professionals with an 
appreciation of music and the creative process, their epiphany of confidence related to 
supporting other people’s activities. Shannon (Martin) says: “When I was fronting 
Organised Mayhem (her band), I did enjoy it but for me it just didn’t feel right. Now, 
being behind the music, being more of a line of thanks in the liner notes, that makes 
sense.”  
Thus, the shift from musician to business person who works with musicians is marked 
by a shift from a desire to make a living by generating personal esteem to a desire to 
help others capitalise on theirs – motivation is no longer intrinsic but is instead framed 
as altruistic. 
Signing an old-style record deal anoints musicians with enormous esteem from a 
single influential source. This is usually done on the basis that the musicians have 
shown that their music is likely to be esteemed by fans because they have gathered a 
solid following prior to “being discovered”. Michael Chugg frames an old industry 
adage that captures the essence of this: “When you enter a bar with a view to signing 
a band, don’t look at the band. Head for the middle of the room. Look to the left and 
look to the right. If you can’t see the walls, sign the band.” 
The record company’s esteem comes with a ready supply of capital and labour 
intended to help musicians produce commercially viable music, merchandise, and 
branding, and to reach out to extrinsic sources of esteem – fans, peers, and colleagues. 
But the esteem comes at a price: label-imposed deadlines, budgets, and quality 
control. This infusion of esteem from a single source provides a solution to the 
musician’s business problems but adds extrinsic motivations and, if the record 
company assumes a gatekeeping role over the music, may compromise the musician’s 
intrinsic motivation. 
The Moody Blues, Janis Ian, and Radiohead, all of whom enjoyed record company 
support and then embarked on Independent careers, demonstrate that entering 
relationships with parties whose efforts help a musician to gather mass esteem from 
other sources has long-term benefits. But many other musicians can testify that this is 
not always the case. The performers in this study all decided at their epiphany of 
competence that they wanted to make their music, not just play for or like other 
people. 
Thus, one measure of a musician’s Independence is the extent to which they retain 
freedom to create as they wish. At the other end of this dimension is a systematic 
compromising of artistic vision and/or self-identity to suit commercial or other 
corporate ends. More Independent musicians will therefore tend to have control over 
the music they make and an ability to generate esteem from many extrinsic sources. 
Less Independent musicians will have their creative control compromised, either by 
one major source of gate-keeper esteem (eg a record company – see below) or perhaps 
as self-censorship in the name of self-perceived “improvement” following feedback 
from fans and reviewers (Baym and Burnett). This is consistent with both Cool’s 
(What is Indie) and Rogers’ views of Independence.  
The “independence as a network” dimension 
In the current technological climate, the greatest benefit of signing a record deal is the 
infrastructure record companies have in place for maximizing the revenues generated 
by musicians. Record companies have developed huge networks that produce, 
publish, distribute, and sell music very efficiently, with links to companies who book 
shows, sell merchandise, and make travel arrangements. An important 21st century 
development has been the “360 deal” (Sullivan), in which the musician signs a single 
contract regarding not only his or her recorded music and publishing catalog, but also 
every other aspect of their income potential, including live shows and merchandise. In 
return they are given support and resources to derive as much income from their 
creativity as the company can manage. Any Indie who wishes to make a living must 
also develop these capacities – independently.  
The Indies interviewed for this study all reported that their capacity to meet their 
business obligations is regularly stretched. The solution to this is to continuously 
work to build “as many relationships as possible” (Martin) to find reliable 
“partnerships” that can be called upon to extend capacity when it’s needed: 
I’m a big believer in outsourcing as much as possible … 
through the relationships. I hire publicists – there are one or 
two publicists I always go back to; we’ve become old friends 
– radio people, agents, all that kind of stuff. (Martin) 
The great strength in forming these many partnerships is that they can be relied on as 
part of an extended team (Hooper). This loose kind of team operates via myriad small, 
opportunistic interactions, rather than in a more formal business partnership. Tracey 
(Saxby) explains it thus: “If you have a support group or if there are organizations in 
your area that can help you, go for them. You need all the help you can get.” None of 
the musicians interviewed in this study had established significant sources of “street 
team” labor, though they all intended to do so having understood the advantages of 
fan labor. 
This is one area in which new media technologies provide clear benefits. “Everything 
I do is online in one way or another,” as Tah (Bush) says. One of the main reasons to 
associate with fans following a performance is to collect their e-mail addresses for the 
purposes of promoting future activities and releases. Similarly, online 
music-discovery facilities such as Facebook, MySpace and ReverbNation can be very 
effective at bringing casual music fans into the sphere of influence of a particular 
artist. However, the optimal method for doing so, and whether or not any particular 
method will work for all independent musicians, is far from clear. An examination of 
the circumstances under which each possible method is effective is needed. 
Building this network of industry contacts amounts to collecting the esteem of peers 
as well as fans. This is the opposite of the traditional record-deal approach because 
the record deal bestows upon the musician all the resources to fulfill these roles; and 
fans are viewed merely as consumers of the product(s). Instead of receiving a large 
cache of esteem from a single source, Indies must create a large network of contacts, 
associates, fans, collaborators and colleagues to build symbiotic relationships of the 
kind built up by the Moody Blues and identified by Hochhauser for which there is “no 
substitute” (Hooper). Building this network was seen as bringing personal satisfaction 
as much as business advantage:  
All the people that I’m lucky enough to consider industry 
colleagues and friends are people that I’ve forged distinct 
relationships with and we’ve stayed in touch and helped each 
other out over the years. (Martin) 
This esteem network is more readily converted into labour than money because the 
people in the network are happy to help Indies with advice, services, or contacts – but 
usually at a price. Myriad and often competing interests need to be managed and paid 
for with some form of consideration in return for esteem, even if consideration 
amounts only to peer acclaim in online fora (Jeppesen and Frederiksen). In the case of 
Independent musicians, this ethos is strong, since many of the fans who support the 
musicians’ activities will have similar “hobbyist” tendencies to the Independent 
musicians. Whereas the musicians’ tendencies revolve around creating music 
(Rogers), the fans’ tendencies may revolve around New Media skills involving, for 
example, administering a forum or band wiki (Jeppesen and Frederiksen), remixing 
the Indie’s music, or creating videos, artwork or other artifacts (Baym and Burnett; 
Burke) to celebrate the estimable aspects of the musician and their work. 
Maintaining a social caché that enables these skills and tendencies among these 
“thought leader” (Waters) fans may require that they be given privileged access to the 
musician – backstage passes, autographed merchandise, interviews. Often “lead 
fanship” comes with the expectation that lead fans will get to meet the musicians and 
build a personal relationship with them (Baym and Burnett) and/or gain personal 
endorsement for their work which they can use to advance their own standing 
(Jeppesen and Frederiksen). Providing such access - and realizing that the musician 
has minimal control over the activities of their fans - can compromise the musician’s 
independence because the pressure will always be present to appease fans. Even 
managing the relationships by e-mail and through other tools comes at an opportunity 
cost to the musician’s business. Such burdens can be outsourced to an extent, but at 
the price of network control. However, ceding some control to enthusiastic fans or 
trusted colleagues almost certainly compromises independence less than having a 
contractual requirement to maintain a certain image, creative output, behavioural 
standards, or sound, or to communicate with audiences through remote mass media 
and outsourced corporate communicators. 
Thus, one measure of a musician’s independence is the extent to which they have 
entered single, high-esteem, high-stakes relationships as the basis of their business as 
opposed to building a network of broader, looser relationships. This is significantly 
more nuanced than the old major label/independent label duopoly and also accounts 
for the fact that many “independent” labels are merely branded as such by the major 
labels who are contracted to do their heavy lifting, as noted in What is Indie?. More 
independent musicians will have a more diverse network of ad hoc relationships – and 
gather the esteem on which those relationships are based – with people who can 
provide services in, say, a particular territory or on their own fan website, but have 
weaker mutual obligations to deal with. Less independent musicians will have fewer 
relationships with higher-stakes business partners, and compromise according to the 
obligations those relationships bring. It is, of course, expected that a musician’s 
relationship networks will evolve over time. The progression from relative 
independence to major-label signing is evident in acts like Sandi Thom (Kelbie) and 
My Chemical Romance (Anderson). Ironically, entering into one of those high-stakes 
relationships can cost musicians the “cult” esteem of their fans, as integrity and 
authenticity are “anchoring value in the Indie tradition” (Baym and Burnett). “Selling 
out” compromises that ethos. All of those interviewed for this study indicated a desire 
to avoid any suggestion of exploiting fans, as appeared after Radiohead announced 
that they would distribute In Rainbows with label support. This is underpinned by a 
desire to appear “real” (Bush; Saxby) and genuine in all dealings, unlike the 
untrustworthy reputation of mainstream rock stars and major labels.  
The “artist as business” dimension 
Despite not being motivated by the financial rewards, or perhaps because of that, the 
musicians interviewed for this study reported a resignation to the necessary business 
and fan-management aspects of their chosen career. “Your artistry will suffer from 
this business”, as Tah (Bush) said. Each reported a wide variety of activities as part of 
their daily experience and said, as discussed in What is Indie, that this variety was 
rewarding but that their musical and creative practice could be “pretty overshadowed 
by the time I spend emailing and on the phone and all that other crap” (Brad). To 
make sure everything gets done, Independents tended to adopt a “little bit of 
everything each day” (Saxby) approach to managing their workload and, as noted 
above, get as much help as they can through their networks. 
This confirms the view found in Schwartz, among others, that Indies tend to view 
administrative business tasks as, at best, a necessary evil and quite stressful (Cooper 
and Wills 25). Their insecurity and lack of enthusiasm in the face of business dealings 
may relate to the lack of training in these areas during their musical education, as 
reported by Bennett. Had these musicians’ formal musical education covered the 
process of making a living from making music along with instruction on instrumental 
proficiency, they may have continued with it and may have been better prepared for 
their chosen vocation. That the necessity to perform business functions causes 
significant angst for musicians suggests obvious impediments to career development, 
and to the development of personal satisfaction and creative freedom. 
The solution to this seems to come through either a multi-creative approach or 
out-sourcing the business functions through their networks as much as possible. 
“Creativity will take you a long way,” as David (Hooper) put it. Noel (Ramos) argues 
that all aspects of a music business need a creative solution:  
You can make the business stuff fun, too. It can be just as 
creative as the creative stuff if you’re smart about it. And if 
you find ways to make that a creative endeavor instead of just 
work, it changes everything. Then it makes the business stuff 
just as much or maybe more fun than the purely creative stuff. 
All of the interviewees in this study were multi-creatives, finding outlets in other 
forms of expression besides music: graphic design, poetry, computer programming 
and more. This reflects Janis Ian’s view that  
Art is art at the end of the day and artists are artists. You might be 
talking with a visual artist who doesn’t share the language that you 
do, your particular artistic lexicon, but if you start talking about 
philosophy and art you’ll find that it’s the same.  
Musicians who can find more creative solutions for their problems are quite likely to 
find greater esteem among their peers, fans, and business associates than those who 
allow the obstacles to impede their activities. The esteem in which Tah’s can-do 
attitude and creativity are held by associates has led to him being invited onto panels 
at music industry conferences, thereby opening up new avenues for exposure of his 
music and anointing him as a person to whom others should give their esteem for his 
opinion, if not for his music. At these conferences, he can build his network and form 
relationships that will, in turn, help him solve future business problems. 
Given that these interviewees are probably more successful than most people who 
would have identified themselves as “Indie”, this commitment to creativity reflects 
the views expressed by Baker that originality and distinctiveness are vital for effective 
promotion. This is reinforced by David Hooper, another marketer, who argues that 
Independent musicians “need to know who they are” and use their distinctiveness to 
full advantage. It may be difficult for Indies to use this to the same extent as Madonna 
and Eddie Vedder (Merkl) but it seems nonetheless true that a strong public identity 
makes the musician and their music more attractive to fans. In turn, fans will support 
the musicians by taking on tasks they know musicians struggle with – selling 
merchandise in shows, promoting shows to other fans, providing accommodation and 
even booking shows in other countries (Baym and Burnett). 
As an Indie career grows, this need for business support is best resolved via peer 
networks, which are a natural consequence of the process of building relationships 
and spring from the sense of community identified in Rogers’ study. Making new 
contacts within the industry is seen as desirable in part because the community can be 
relied upon to provide tips, tricks and further contacts when a musician has a 
particular need.  
I find that artists by nature are generous – with one another in 
particular. And very, very generous about sharing knowledge 
and experience, which is great because in so many industries 
people are not … But I think artists, of all people, understand 
that the more information we all share, the better it is for our 
business and for ourselves. (Ian) 
However, trusting someone to take on aspects of an Indie’s business such as 
accounting, travel and merchandise sales is a different matter to asking dedicated fans 
to make a few phone calls of put up posters. Shannon (Martin), Tracey (Saxby) and 
Tah (Bush), in particular, expressed that value of a “mentor” in all things business: 
someone in whom absolute trust can be placed to give advice and/or undertake 
business roles. For Shannon (Martin), an agreement for her to manage or advise a 
prospective act would not be forthcoming unless she was a fan, which Noel also 
considered “essential” (Ramos). Because the business partner was already a fan of the 
musician, the issue of creative control is minimized, unlike in a record deal, in which 
extreme business intimacy is accompanied by artistic quality control. 
Thus, a third measure of independence is a high level of control over business 
dealings characterized by a few strong, intimate, business-focused relationships amid 
the greater network of contacts, fans, and peers. More Independent musicians are 
likely to have very high levels of control over their businesses exercised through a 
few highly specialized relationships of great trust and artistic freedom. This business 
structure allows musicians to continue to make the same kind of music that gained 
them a “cult” status, since the people facilitating their business activities support their 
creative vision. Less Independent musicians will have little or no control over their 
business which is externally conducted through one or two tightly contractual 
relationships conditional on artistic censorship. Hence 360 deals (Sullivan) would act 
to reduce independence because of their total nature.  
Conclusion 
This paper has reported on a study of the characteristics, motivations, and 
organization of a sample of Independent musicians and music industry professionals, 
and compared their data with that in the current literature to draw the following 
conclusions. 
First, the esteem in which musicians and/or their politics and creative output are held 
is the source of all value in music business. Converting esteem into money, power, 
and labor is the key to sustaining an Independent music business. The most satisfying 
aspect of the creative process, and thus the first priority for Independent musicians, 
must be generating the esteem of fans, peers, and allied music industry professionals. 
From this esteem, however expressed and captured, can be (if desired) derived the 
stuff of a sustainable music business. Artists whose creativity attains a “cult” status 
are better able to continue their creativity by harnessing the esteem of fans than by 
entering into a relationship with a business partner whose concern is expanding their 
potential market at the cost of artistic authenticity. 
Second, it is the nature of the relationships musicians adopt in the process of creation, 
not the nature of their music, that makes them Independent. This can be seen in the 
myriad musical styles that all lay claim to being made by Independent musicians and 
is reflected in the changes in coverage in Pitchfork observed by Rogers. While fans 
consider an anti-establishment stance and under-produced sound – regardless of genre 
– as the key elements of independence, the creators must support their vision with 
business structures that ensure creative and business control. This is consistent with 
the change of status of acts like Radiohead and Janis Ian who have enjoyed 
record-label endorsement and support but have claimed Independent status once their 
relationship with the majors ended. 
Third, three dimensions of relatedness define a musician’s level of Independence. 
They also characterize the levels of creative control, network diversity, and business 
intimacy enjoyed by each artist. Independent musicians will have higher levels of 
creative control as a result of working with a diverse network of mainly ad hoc 
relationships with a wide range of sources of esteem rather than a singular 
relationship with a corporate entity that has the right to censor creative output. And 
they will typically have close control over their business dealings which are 
conducted through an intimate, high-trust network. Seen along these lines, a blend of 
conditions bear upon the “independent-ness” of any given act at different times. It is 
through the nature of these relationships that the musicians can focus on their intrinsic 
motivation to create the music they want, free of controlling interests. By these 
standards, musicians who have entered into, for example, a “360-degree deal” should 
struggle to claim any Independent status whatsoever. Their business may be 
small-scale and their approach defiant and counter-cultural, but it can hardly be called 
Independent. 
These dimensions offer a glimpse of the cultural dynamics at work in the music 
industry more generally. At root the music industry is an enormous rights trading 
affair (Galway; Hsieh). The new media environment provides many new 
opportunities to generate new kinds of value around music, and these necessarily 
respond to new and emerging relationships around rights. As has been widely touted, 
the new environment comes as a disruptive shock for the mass industries of the late 
twentieth century. If the “Indie” music scene can be read as a wider relational shift 
rather than merely a shift in attitudes, we can expect to see a radical reorientation of 
the music industries around networks of trust, attitudes towards artistic control, and a 
rethinking of the place of business in music. 
It is most likely that the greatest change wrought by the advent of new media is to 
facilitate a groundswell of amateur and semi-professional musicians in the same way 
that the provision of public sporting facilities enables wider participation in amateur 
sport and an explosion of professional sports. This growing “Musical Middle Class” 
(Hypebot) will have similar musical gratifications to those of the wider sporting 
public: a range from part-time to full time, fully professional to strictly amateur. 
Success is, for each of these, an individual matter. 
When seen through the lens of this framework, the trend towards “Independence” can 
be seen as a re-organization of social relationships and a portent of further changes to 
come. The dimensions of Independence identified here may of course apply to other 
artistic forms and I would expect to see similar patterns in each of these. Esteem is 
central to the value of all art forms (as opposed to commodities), not just music 
(Perry). Exploring the nature of Independent musicianship provides us with a more 
coherent view of changes in music industry more generally. What remains for further 
research is to map the myriad particularities of the ways in which Indies convert 
esteem value into a sustainable living. 
Notes 
 
 “Independent” is a highly problematic term (What is Indie) and in this context refers 
simply to the extent to which musicians and musical acts have third-party business 
partnerships with entities such as major record labels, distributors, and publishers. 
Hence, in this context “Independent” and “Indie” will take the capital to distinguish a 
technical use of the term from the commonsense. 
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